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Tales from Two Cities:
Service-Learning as a Christian Educational Practice
by Todd Ream
Abstract
Asan educational practice, service-learning offers an important meansbywhich
to worktoward the integration of the curricularand co-curricularefforts on our
respective campuses. However, the largerconceptual framework through which
service-learning is definedand exercised is driven bywhat Augustinedefines as the
city of the world in a way that neglects the significance of what he referred to as the
City of God. In this article, I identify the rootsof this problem and offeran alternative
conceptualframework forservice-learning as a Christian educational practice. This
conceptual framework challenges Christian educators to not just engage in the practice
of service-learning out ofcontractual obligation and exchange but out of a sense that
our essence or identity is inextricably tied to the identity of others.
Introduction
The tales I seek to re-tell are not the tales of the two cities of Charles Dickens. By
contrast, the tales I seekto re-tell are the talesof the two cities ofAugustine. No one
would doubt that in manyways our ageisoneof paradox. Our ageis indeedcomprised
of the best of times and the worst of times. However, in contrast to the work of
Dickens, our age is perhaps moreacutely described as beingan age trapped between
what Augustine identified as the aspirations of the City of God and the aspirations
of the city of the world. AsChristian educators, weare simultaneously presentin the
best of times and in the worstof times as defined by these two cities. The adventof
what manyscholars refer to as a post-Christiansociety bringswith it the tension of a
marginalized, yet all the moredesperately needed, presence of the City of God within
the city of the world (Carter, 1994).
When it comes to the practice of service-learning, those of us who serveas Christian
educators find ourselves trapped between these two cities. While this important
practiceoffers us an important avenue to work towardthe integration of the curricular
and co-curricularefforts on our respective campuses, the largerconceptualframework
throughwhich service-learning isdefined and exercised isdriven by the cityof the
world in a waythat neglects the significance of the City of God. In this article, I
identify the rootsof this problem as part of a larger effortto reconstitute a conceptual
framework for service-learning as a Christian educational practice. This conceptual
framework willchallenge us to serve whatAugustine called the cityof the world by
firstand foremost seeking to serve what he called the City of God.
Todd C.Ream (Ph.D., Penn State) isAssistant Visiting Professor ofEducationalAdministration—
Higher Education at BaybrUniversity.
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Defining Augustine's Two Cities
Before proceeding with a discussion of a conceptual framework for service-learning
as a Christian educationalpractice, I will look more closely at the characteristics that
defineAugustine's two cities. Augustine(354-430), the great doctor of the Latin
Church and the Bishop of Hippo in North Africa, offered the Christian Church
some of its mostprofound theological insights. His workincludes over113 books and
treatises, over200 letters, and over500 sermons. However, Augustine's CityofGod
(426/1984) proves to be a vision for the politicallifeof the Christian Church. At its
essence, this text standsasa treatise defining not onlythe natureof the cities of God
and the world as distinct political realitiesbut also the nature of the relationship they
share (Milbank, 1993). Roughly speaking, the CityofGod forAugustine consists of
what we know as the Church while the city of the worldconsistsof what we know as
the state.
Augustine's identification of the stateas a political reality maynot trouble too many
individuals. However, Augustine's identification of the Church as a politicalreality
mayproveto be more problematic. In termsof these two cities, Augustine(426/1984)
writes, "One of these is the City of God, the other is the city of this world; and God's
City lives in this world's city, as far as the human element is concerned; but it lives
there as an aliensojourner" (p. 761). This alien sojourner, the Church, is a political
reality from which we Christians first and foremost find our identity. However, we,
as part of the political reality of the Church,also find ourselves aspart of the political
realityof the state. The Gospel,or the Church's story,makesdemands upon Christians
to lead lives ofsocietal reconciliation and transformation. However, reservations about
the Church as a political realityare justifiedwhen the Church's story is interpreted
by the politicsof the city of the world. Bycontrast, in a manner similar to that of
Augustine, StanleyHauerwas (1995) claims "a theological politics makes the church's
story the "'counter story'" that interpretsthe world's politics" (p. 6).
While members of the Church or citizens of the City of God mayfind their identity
in the practices they encounterwithin this political reality, they also invariably will
find themselves within the state or as citizens of the city of the world. Augustine
(426/1984) writes, "Andyet this City (the City of God) did not proceed on its own
course in this world in isolation; in fact, as we all well know, just as both the cities
started together, as theyexist together amongst mankind, so in human history they
have experienced in their progress the vicissitudes of time" (p. 761). ForAugustine,
the city of the world is a city in which we as the citizensof the City of God also find
ourselves. Christians providea counter story which seeks to interpret the world's
politics. As a result, the question wefind ourselves facing is not whether to share this
story but how to share this story (Milbank, 1993).
AsAugustinestated, citizensof the City of God are "sojourners" in the city of the
world whoshare their story. Although a sojourner isonewhopasses throughone region
on his or her wayonto another, one takes time to pauseand engage in the lifeof his
or hergiven locale. One makes an investment in that place even thoughhe or sheis
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intent on journeying elsewhere in the future at some point. This senseof investment is
defined by the story they tell. Part of ones story isoften identified as ones conceptual
framework.Such a notion is necessary in order for the functions of life to have
direction or even a basicsenseof organization. Augustine sawones presence in the
City of God as the sourceof one's story or conceptual framework he or she would
draw upon during his or her sojourn through the city of the world. In a similar
manner, Graham Ward (2000) argues, "The heavenlycity must itself make possible
the earthly city" (p. 230). However, as a movement, the conceptual framework that
definesservice-learninghas its roots in the perceived need to connect the lessons
learned in the classroom with the needsof the largersociety—the largersocietyof
the city of the world.
The University and tlie City of the World
Service-learning emerged during an era in time whenvarious educators perceived
that a needexisted to connect the lessons of the classroom with the needsof the larger
society. At one level, the historyof highereducation as it progressed from the dawn
of the twentieth century to the dawn of the twenty-first century reveals an increased
emphasis on relevance. DerekBok, president emeritus of Harvard University, echoed
suchsentiments in his Beyond theIvory Tower: Social Responsibilities oftheModern
University. One rationale Bok (1982) employs in termsof his support for the aspiration
of relevance is that "Because of this massive publicsupport, universities have reason
to acknowledge a reciprocal duty to make their services available to address important
social problems" (p.65).Thestate,or the cityof the world, provides large scale support
foreducation. Asa result, the university has a contractual responsibility to develop
programs that are relevant to the challenges faced by the state.
However, Bokwasnot the first individual to argue that colleges and universities
possess a contractual obligation to develop programswith the aspirationof societal
exchange in mind. Sucha rationale finds its origins in the earlierpart of the twentieth
century and the inevitable influence of pragmatism on educational theory. Asa
movement, pragmatism finds truth in outcomes that are linked to particular forms of
action.WhileJohn Dewey wasnot the first to advance the spirit of pragmatism, he is
arguably the mostwell-known of its advocates. Forexample, Henry Steele Commager
(1950) argues, "Sofaithfully did Dewey live up to hisown philosophical creed that he
became the guide, the mentor, and the conscience of the American people; it isscarcely
an exaggeration to saythat for a generation no majorissue wasclarified until Dewey
had spoken" (p. 100). In his highlyinfluential Democracy and Education, Dewey fuses
together the aspirations of pragmatism with the process of education. The resultof such
an endeavor is the need foreducationto serve needs relevant to the largersociety. Such
an intention is seenin passages where Dewey(1916/1944) arguesevenin a democratic
society, "Beings are born not onlyunaware of, but quite indifferent to, the aims and
habits of a social group [and] have to be rendered cognizantof them and actively
interested. Education,and educationalone,spans the gap" (p. 3).
In termsof an early example in highereducation of an individual who embodied
Dewey's aspirations, one need to look no further than to the influential educational
leaderand presidentof ColumbiaUniversity during the earlytwentieth century,
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Nicholas Murray Butler. As a philosopher, Butlerdraws upon the spirit of pragmatism
advanced by Dewey and applies it specifically to the context of higher education.
Butler (1921/1971) shares, "The primary purpose of the universityis to provide the
companionship of scholarsfor scholarsat a time when sufficient maturity has been
reached to make the joy of the intellectual life intense and productive" (p. 60). While
Butler (1921/1971) contends spiritual insight, depth, and beauty are all part of the
sense of servicesuch a university offers, he also argues that "the university relates
itself in closest fashion to the needsand aspirationsof the state, the civicorder, the
community" (p. 63). From the perspective set forth by Augustine in the Cityof
Gody the problemwas not so much that education is designed to serveaspirations
that meet an end. The problem which emerges is the manner in which the ends
are dictated first and foremost by the state, or the city of the world, instead of the
Church, or the City of God.
A Conceptual Framework for Service-Learning as an Educational Practice
As manyof us are aware, the conversations, as prompted partly by the spirit of
pragmatism, whichsurfaced during the early decades of the twentieth centuryreached
a fevered pitchby the late-1960s and early-1970s. While this erawas oneof tumultuous
social upheaval, this erawas alsoonein whichhigher education was faced with the
pointedquestion of identifying the relevance of itsofferings as evident in matters of
practice. Students, aswell asa hostofexternal constituents, wanted to see concrete
expressions of howcollegiate curricular and co-curricular efforts were targeted
at helpingalleviate various social problems. First, somecolleges and universities
responded by allowing students to have morediscretion in terms of course selection. As
a result, manywithin the academy decreased the number of general educationor liberal
arts requirements whileadding moreelective hours (Rudolph, 1977). Second, some
colleges and universities addedacademic programs moreintentionally designed to meet
specific societal needs. Consequently, some educators increased the numbers of various
professional programs on their campuses(Rudolph, 1977). Hence, representatives at
somecolleges and universities searched for newways to makethe theoretical lessons
of course sequences in areas suchas general education or the liberal arts morerelevant
to not only the students but also to various external constituents. As a result, service-
learningtype endeavors began to emerge during the 1960s and 1970s as onestrategy
designedwith such aspirations in mind (Bennett, 1997).
A programmatic historyof service-learning woulddetail the originof entities such
as Project Pericles and Campus Compact. Bycontrast, our effortwill need to bypass
such discussions in order to maintain our initial trajectory of exploring the historyof
service-learning's conceptualframework. In their workService-Learning: A Movement's
Pioneers Reflect onIts Origins, Practice, and Future (1999), Timothy K. Stanton, Dwight
E. Giles, Jr., and Nadinne I. Cruz arguethat the conceptual framework employed on a
particularcollege or university campusdiffers, at somelevel, from one to the next (See
FigureOne on the next page). Forexample, educators at community colleges, liberal
arts colleges, or research universities willall approach the practice of service-learning
in a unique manner dependent upon the organizational nature of their institution.
Regardless, Stanton, Giles, and Cruz (1999) contend that a conceptual framework for
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service-learning practiceexists that alsoapplies to educators in such disparatecontexts.
In order to accomplishsuch a feat, the definition posed by these authors rests in the
middle ofa constructive tension which exists alongthe axes forming the sides ofa




Figure One - Conceptual Frameworkfor Service Learning
{Stanton, Giles,&Cruz,1999, p.19)
First, the tension between education and service is characterized by impressions of
how educationserves a society. Second, the tension between service and democracy
isdefined byimpressions of howservice is understood in relation to social change.
Finally, the tension between education and democracy isdefined byimpressions
concerning the purpose of education in a democracy (Stanton, Giles, & Cruz, 1999).
In order to understand the significance of theseaxes, we need to briefly explore the
inherentcommitments aswell as the origins of each axis. First, Stanton, Giles, and
Cruz (1999) argue that the majorityof individuals who made earlycontributions to the
service-learning literature began byseeking to answer the question of howeducation
shouldfulfill its obligation to serve society. An individual with suchaspirations isJohn
Duley, the authorofworks suchas Implementing FieldExperience Education (1974) and
College Sponsored Experiential Learning (1977). One of the common themes defining
the work of these individuals is the belief that education should serve as a means of
preparingstudents to meet the needsof society. However, the experiential component
inherent in the workof mostof these individuals proves to be the bestwayto get
students to make the necessary connections.
Second, whilesometheoristsemphasized the need to establish connections in the
minds of students between their education and various social needs, other theorists
focused upon service as a meansof workingtoward justicein a democratic society.
According to Stanton, Giles,and Cruz (1999), one of the essential components to the
thought of theseindividuals is their beliefin "the relationship between service and
social justicein a democratic society" (p. 27). While the previous group put their ideas
into not onlywriting but alsoaction, this group primarilysawsocial action as being the
key to their efforts. In addition, while the previous groupsawthe relationship between
educationand societyas beingone shared by an inevitable outcomeof instrumental
efforts, this group saw theirefforts in lightof an ethical aspiration. Asa result, social
action, alongwith its ethical aspirations, becamean inextricable componentof the
conceptual framework that definedservice-learning.
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Finally, the relationship shared by democracy and educationform the last axis that
establishes this triangulatedconceptualframework for service-learning. Individuals
sympathetic to such an understandingare "driven byfundamental questions of
democratic participationand the roleof education in fostering a more engaged,
effective citizenry" (Stanton,Giles, & Cruz, 1999, p. 30). Although all three of the
axes that come together to comprise the conceptual framework forservice-learning
find their originsin the pragmatism of philosophers such asJohn Dewey, this axis
maycome the closest to representing Dewey s own views. As previously stated, Dewey
emphasized that educationcould span the gap between the needs of a democratic
society and the aims and habits needed to sustain it. The individuals who sought to
advancethe perspective of this third axisseeeducation as being a means of cultivating
these habits. Stanton, Giles, and Cruz (1999) cite Rob Shumer as being amongst
those who advancedthe ideas behind this particular axis.As the director of the
National Research Centerand Clearinghouse on Service-Learning at the University of
Minnesota, Shumer iscommitted to providing opportunities to students to help them
learn to become an active presence in their respective communities.
The triangulated conceptual framework forservice-learning as defined by Giles,
Cruz, and Stanton (1999) obviously possesses significant meritasan educational
practicefor Christians and non-Christiansalike. However, while the logicof
Augustine's City ofGodmaynot diminish the significance of service-learning as
an educationalpractice for Christians, it may prompt Christians to evaluatetheir
motivation for participatingin such a practice. In the end, such an analysis will lead
us to re-frame the axes of the conceptual framework for service-learning as offered by
Giles, Cruz, and Stanton (1999). As a result, the essence of my argument is that in
order for service-learning to be a Christian educational practice, wewill need to think
about the validityof such a conceptual framework in light of the challenge posedby
Augustine in the CityofGod.
A Conceptual Framework for Service-Learning as a
Christian Educational Practice
While the conceptual framework Stanton, Giles, and Cruz (1999) identify may not
initiallyappearproblematic, we must recognize the underlying dependence that each
axis has upon pragmatism. For Christians seeking to incorporateservice-learning as an
educational practice, the question is not whetherone shouldserve but whyone should
serve. Although such an understanding isembedded in the veryorigins of democracy
as detailed byJean-Jacques Rousseau in The Social Contract (1762/1968), pragmatism
propels one to seethat educationhas a contractual responsibility to serve the needs of
a democratic society (Gutmann, 1987/1999).The terms of such a contract are defined
by the basic premise that weall reapgreat benefits from the various societies in which
we live. Asa result,wealsohave a responsibility to offeran exchange in return. The
essence of such a contractual perspective as advancedby pragmatismand thus also by
service-learning is the notion ofan exchange (Gutmann, 1987/1999).
As an educationalpractice, service-learning experientially enlarges the perspective
of the individual student to help them see their place within this largersociety, and
thus the rolethey playin this process of exchange. "MorrisKeeton, founder in 1974
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of the Council for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL), viewedthis critical
reflectionapproach to service-learningas a direct expression of John Deweys theories
of education" (Giles, Stanton, and Cruz, 1999, p. 4). However, a Christian conceptual
framework forservice-learning is bound by a rationale that transcendsone'scontractual
obligation to society. A Christian conceptual framework must take seriously the
Augustinian conviction that one's existence in the city of the world is one of a
sojourner—a sojourner that "makes the church's story the 'counter story' that interprets
the world's politics" (Hauerwas, 1995, p. 6).
The counter story employed by Christians interprets the world'spolitics through
the practices of the Church. As a result, these practices refocus not only the way we
see our relationship to democracy, service,and education, but also our relationship as
educators to a practice suchas service-learning. "Christians worship the one true God
who originates all finite realityin an act of peaceful donation,willinga new fellowship
with himselfand amongst the beings he has created" (Milbank, 1990/1993, p. 391).
The reference to a peaceful donation echoes the truth of the creationnarrative. God
is understood to be the one who not only initiatesour veryexistence but also initiates
our relationship with God and with fellow members of the human community.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1937/1997) claims in his study of the creation narrative that one
can only understand the original intent of his or her identityas a beingcreatedin the
imageof God "with the other and dependent upon the other" (p.4l). As a result, the
senseof autonomypeopleneed to perceive about themselves in order to enter into a
relationship with others becomes a mereillusion. Through common worship Christians
find a sense of identityas peopletied not only to God but also to other members of
the createdorder. As a result, the underlying rationale driving the redevelopment of a
conceptual framework forservice-learning as Christian educational practiceis not one
of contractual obligation and exchange but one of inextricable union with others.
While the notion of participationfor Christians is understood through the practice
of common worship, such a notion is extended to all other members of the created
order. According to Augustine, Christians find themselves firstand foremost in the
midst of the Church, or the City of God. Whereaspragmatism teaches us that weare
bound together by contractual relationships we establishwith others, common worship
teaches us that our senseof identity is inextricably tied to God and subsequently to
others. Two particular practices form this senseof identity. First, the process which
initiatessuch a change is the Church's practiceof baptism. While such an act signifies
the death of our former identity, it alsosignifies our new identity.Rodney Clapp (1996)
arguesthrough baptismChristians find "Their newname or most functional identity
is 'Christians'—those who know Jesus as Lord and determiner of their existence.
Their new inheritance is freedom and the bountiful resources of the community. Their
newculture, or comprehensive wayof life, is the church" (p. 100).Through baptism,
wecease to seeourselves as individuals and begin the process of seeing ourselves as
members of the body of Christ who are inextricably tied to the identity and well-being
of others.
Second, whereas baptism is the practice that initiates Christiansas members of
the bodyof Christ, communionis the practice that sustains members of the bodyof
Christ. Sucha practiceinevitably begins with a reflection on the death and resurrection
ofJesus Christ. Regardless ofour tradition, we gather together as a way of remembering
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what Christ sacrificedon our behalf. However, such an action is not just about the
past, nor even about the presentmoment in whichweparticipate. Such a practiceis
also about the future. Returning to the work of Rodney Clapp (1996), we read his
admonition that "wepractice eating asJesusate, so that we might become and indeed
be his people" (pp. 108-109). Our identity is no longerseparatedfrom our fellow
member of Christ's body or even from members of the larger society. We find that our
identity is inextricably tied to their identity and their well-being. "Thus we must call to
our table peopleof all races, all sexes, all social classes, all physicalconditions." (Clapp,
1996, p. 109).
Byparticipatingin the practices of baptismand communion,John HowardYoder
(1992/2001) argues"the pattern weshall discover is that the ill of God for human
socialness as a wholeis prefigured by the shape to which the bodyof Christ iscalled"
(p. ix). However, Augustine (426/1984) also reminds us that whileChristians may
find their existence in the City of God they are alsosojourners who must also live
in the city of the world. "Andyet this City [the City of God] did not proceedon its
own course in this world in isolation; in fact as we well know, just as both the cities
started together, as they exist togetheramong mankind, so in human history they have
togetherexperienced in their progresses the vicissitudes of time" (p. 761). AsChristian
educators, democracy, education, and serviceare arenas in which we as sojourners
must not only passbut alsofully identify. Our investment in thesearenas,and thus
in service-learning, possesses a different motivation as a result of the transformation
we undergo in the City of God. Asa result, Christian educators do not engage in the
practice ofservice-learning out of contractual obligation and exchange but out of a
sense that our essence or identity is inextricably tied to the identityof others.
Second, as a Christianeducational practice, while a conceptual framework for
service-learning includes the sameset of axes Stanton,Giles, and Cruz (1999) identify,
it also includes the Churchas a means of giving definition as to howweunderstand the
relationship shared by democracy, education, and service. Our participation in service-
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By beginning with the Church,service-learning becomes an educational practice
in whichweengage not onlyout of contractual obligation and exchange but more
importantly because our identity is inextricably tied to the identity of others within
the city of the world. However, beginningwith the Church in termsof a conceptual
framework inevitablyalso ends with the Church.
Remember that Augustine referred to members of the City of God as sojourners—
sojourners who are on a pilgrimage. While we are called to serve the needs of
those with whomwe interact within the city of the world,we serve their needs by
practicing the politics of the City of God. When facilitated through a conceptual
framework that takes the Church'sstoryas its first premise, service-learning becomes
a means of Christian educational practice by which the deepest needsof the city of
the world become our own.
Conclusion
While theseare the best of times, they are also the worstof times. The post-Christian
society in which wefindourselves isonewhichcomes with greatchallenges yetalso
greatopportunities for transformation. When it comes to the educational practice of
service-learning, a conceptual framework that begins and endswith the City ofGod,
or the Church, is one which allows us to put the politics of the Church's story into
practice. By virtueof our participation in practices suchas baptism and communion,
suchan understanding transcends contractual obligation and exchange. Our identity
becomes indivisible from the identityof others. Only whenweare ableto articulatea
conceptual framework forservice-learning as a Christian educational practice wewill
find ourselves ready to make it available to our students and to help them learnto also
see the deepest needs of the city of the world.
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Vocation-Specific Missions and the Creation of
Communities ofTransformation
by ToddLake
The debateoverwhetheror not studentsat Christian colleges and universities should
be engaged in serving the poor isover. Catalogs from Christian colleges aboundwith
pictures of students engaging in communityservice projects, and ofstudent groups
helpingthe poor overseas. Christian colleges offermyriadopportunities for students to
"build community" by servingtogether to serve those in need. It appears that the 20th-
century rift that onceexisted betweenChristianswho called for warm-hearted piety
and verbal evangelism and thosewhostrove to serve the needy hasended. Instead,
there is recognition amongthe current college generation that conversion of the heart
naturally leads to service to those in need.
If one were to selecta patron saint forservice to the needy, it wouldverylikely be
the late Mother Teresa of Calcutta. Sheisalmost universally admired for her work
on behalfof the poor. Sheformed communitiesof Christians known as the Sisters of
Charity to serve "the poorestof the poor" around the world. Her memoryis invoked
whenyoungChristianswant to talk about the model for serving others. It iswithout
questionappropriate to admire, and even emulate,Mother Teresa in following God's
call to serve thosein need. Christian colleges shouldand do promote opportunities for
direct service to thosein need. They areone goodway to begin to buildcommunity
among students.
Nevertheless, thereissomething profoundly lacking when directservice is the
primary wayfor Christians to come togetherat college to build community. Direct
service usually means that students are involved in ministriesthat have nothing to do
with their academic pursuits. But universities are places where studentsgain specific
knowledge in specific academic disciplines. Business majors are gaininga different set
of competencies from psychology majors, who in turn differ from thosewho focus
on the natural sciencesor the visual arts. The entire structure of the university moves
studentsto increase their competence in particularareas. Student lifeprofessionals have
the opportunityto helpstudents existentially discover howto serve God and neighbor
through their specific calling.
Thesacred/secular dichotomy isdoneaway with asstudentsbeginto seetheir papers
and exams and majors as opportunities to worship God. This reality is reflected in
the Hebrewterm for "worship," avodah, whichalsomeans "work." Likewise, in the
NewTestament the fellowship with God and with others is capturedby the one term
koinonia. Thisis lived out bysharingwhatone haswith others,aswell as living life
together in Christ. In the monastic period, Christians affirmed the interrelatedness
of worship and workwith the phraseorareestlaborare, to work is to pray/topray
is to work.And during the Reformation, Martin Lutherand John Calvin stressed
Todd Lake isDeanfor University Ministries at Baylor University.
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that serving in ones occupation isworship toward God in that it is service to one's
neighbor, who ismade in Gods image. Calvin underscored the needforChristians to
transform their professions that theymight betterserve as vehicles of true service to the
ends for which God had ordained them.
At a Christian university, student lifeprofessionals shouldbeengaged in encouraging
students to discern and follow their calling. The Sirensongof parental expectations
and market forces always threatens to drown out the still, smallvoice of God. By
creatingopportunities to reflect and act on ones calling,students can seehow their
professional lives can be used in service to others.They willseethat theyaregaining
knowledge and abilities, not so much for their sakes, but ad majorem deigloriam, for
the greater gloryof God. Further, byseeing howChristian professionals are usingtheir
abilities to help God transformthe world,studentswill realize that they have a mission
to fulfill asengineers, doctors, lawyers, scientists or business people.
The Dutch Christian educator and statesmanAbraham Kuypersaid, ".. .there is not
a squareinch in the whole domainof our human existence overwhichChrist, who is
Sovereign overall, doesnot cry, 'Mine!' That crywehave heard, and this work, far too
greatforour ownstrength, wehave taken up in reply to this call." It is the glory of the
university to prepare students to learn the skills and techniques ofvarious disciplines.
It is in and through these academic disciplines and professions that students can fulfill
their God-given mandate to understand and help transform the world. The trajectory
of this workfinds its fulfillment in that day when "the kingdomof this world has
become thekingdom ofour Lord andofhisChrist." Moreover, students arecalled
to be co-laborers with God in transforming the very professions theywillenter. As
Christians, theycannot be defined bywhatever the secular world (and, alas, most of
the Christian world) meansby the title "businesswoman" or "lawyer" or "scientist."
Instead, theyshould be put in contactwith thosewhoare not conformed to the pattern
of this world's definition of "doctor"or "journalist," but are engaged in transforming
the world through their vocations.
What does this mean for the formation of community? It means that eachstudent
should begiven opportunities to serve God by using the specific set of skills theyare
gainingthrough theirstudies. Thepre-med studentdoes not differ from the pre-law
student in the nature of their initial call to life in Christ. There is "one Lord, one faith,
one baptism" (Ephesians 4:5). However, "to eachisgiven the manifestation of the Holy
Spiritfor the common good" (1 Corinthians 12:7). Eachstudentwillbeable, thanks
to their education, to serve others in ways openedup to them bytheir trainingand
experience. Theyare able to present their newcompetencies to God and allow God to
use them as agentsof transformation.
The trajectory of students' lives moves from taking classes to exploring and choosing
majors to enteringparticularprofessions. General interestmission tripsare a good
first step for students to come together to serve. But general interestmission trips,
where those with no theater background put on skits and thosewith no background
in education run Vacation Bible Schools, are far from the best that Christian colleges
can offereither their students or the world. One might call the focus on general
interest trips a lowest common denominatorapproachto missions (whether local or
international). It is not that such tripsare not goodper se, but theyare not the best that
a university can offer. In the lifeof localchurches, a general-interest approach to service
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and community-building is often the best possible approach. This lulls many student
lifeprofessionals into thinking that if it'sgood enough for the Church, it must be good
enoughfor the university. Yet the Christian university hasopportunities for building
community that are unique.
The great enemyof Vocation-Specific Missions is the hidden assumption that the real
workof servingChrist is carriedon by thosewho workas ministers or missionaries.
In the CatholicChurch, men and women who are engaged in church-based work
are even called"religious," in contradistinction to the laity. Among Protestants, the
only people regularly said to be "called byGod" into their life's workare ministers
and missionaries. The laity are left with the impression that church-related missions
and ministry are the only two careers about which God cares. This leaves the 99% of
college studentswho will never workfull-time in a church or through a mission agency
with the distinct impression that God is not terribly interestedin their careers. Neither
wouldsucha God carewhatone majored in, unless of course one were deciding
whether or not to major in religion.
Vocation-Specific Mission Trips thus serve several functionsat once. First, they help
create a morerobustnotionof calling,rescuing the term from beingreduced to only
church-basedwork. This is critical at Christian colleges, which must lead the wayin
embracing the Reformation ideathat all professions are potentially callings that can be
lived out in service to God and neighbor. Second, vocation-specific mission experiences
expand the horizons of students by familiarizing them with Christian professionals
who viewtheir workas a calling. Thus begins the formation of Christian community
centerednot in one'sgeneral calling to follow Christ, but in one'sspecific calling into
the world. Finally, Vocation-Specific Missions createintensecommon experiences that
build community.
Of course, the common experience of rootingfor the same teamor participating in
the same fraternity will build community too. But thesecommunities are not centered
in Christ, nor are they integral to the university qua university. The only community
worthyof the name"Christian" is one that arises as a response to God's redemptive
work in Christ. A student lifeprogram that aspires to be Christian cannot rest
content with building community through sports or Greeklifeor even by holdingbig
Christian concerts on campus.These maybe aids in beginning to build community,
but they cannot ultimately build the kind of Christian community God desires.
Vocation-Specific Mission Trips can be the nexus forworship and workand service
to God and neighbor. Theyexpose students to the radical, ancient idea that God
cares as much about the calling ofa teacher asofa pastor, as much about the calling
ofa businessperson asa missionary. By creating VSMTs, student life professionals are
creatingcommunities of facultyand students united by their specific callings, aswell
as by their sharedChristian commitment. These communities, bound byvocational
interests, will endure longafter the specific missions activityisended. Indeed, the
mission experience—^whether localor international—is only one step in the formation
of communities of interest centered on vocation.
The need to creategenuinecommunity is best served if the communities created
are integrally related to the educational and spiritual mission of the college. It is true
that dorm pizzaparties and intramurals createcommunity. But thesecommunities
are unrelated to the educational and spiritual mission of the college. Christianstudent
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affairs professional are calledby God to createcommunities that are nourishedby the
gospel, where reflection and action aremutually reinforcing, and where members of
the community are transformed by Christ in order that they might in turn transform
the world.
The creationof community around a commonvocation allows students to engage
in conversation with eachother and with professors about howGod iscallingthem.
Guides for reflection, worship and Bible studyshould be madeavailable to the members
ofVocation-Specific Mission Teams. Thewrittenguides helpform the communities
ofstudents who areserving together alongside professors in theirdiscipline. Before
the discipline-specific mission experience, the participants can discuss, prayand read
articles that relate to vocation in general and the trip in particular. During the trip,
they seehowtheir possible future profession can makea difference in the world. Just
as important, theycan reflect together in "real time" on what theyare learning from
theirexperiences and from Scripture. After the trip, the groups engage in the process
of integrating what theyhave learned from God through the trip into theirwork in the
classroom. Moreimportantly, theyareencouraged to reflect on howwhat theyhave
learned changes how they view theirpotential career. Thanks toVocation-Specific
Mission Trips, unthinkingassent to theAmerican Dreamischallenged by reflection on
beinga co-laborer withChrist for the Kingdom of God.
Students willspendmost of theirwaking hours formostof the restof their lives in
their careers. It is in theircareers that theywill live out a discipleship of loving God
with their heart, mind and soul and loving their neighbor as themselves. Christian
Colleges have the unique opportunityto form community centered on the various
academic areas into which students are called. These communities can serve and reflect
together on the Christian life in ways far beyond whatthose outside those academic
disciplines could everdo.
Christian colleges canand must raise theconversation about theChristian way
ofbeing in the world to a higher level. It isnot enough for such colleges to replicate
what local churches already offer. General interest mission tripsand Bible studies are
fine for a congregation, but not for a college which ispreparing the next generation of
Christian professionals. This isnotelitism, unless training future biologists and lawyers
and doctors and businesspeople and educators is elitist. The Christian university, or
the campus minister on a secular campus, mustcreate communities ofstudents and
faculty who think together at the highest academic level about theirdisciplines in
light of thegospel. In thisway, students will "notbeconformed to thisworld, but be
transformed bythe renewing" of their minds (Romans 12:2). They will discover, in the
very specificity of theirvocation, that is indeed byChristand through Christ and for
Christ that all things arecreated [see Colossians l:15fF.], and that it is in Christ that
their discipline finds its true end.
Thestudent affairs staffmust notallow itsprogramming to bea mixof
Christotainment interlarded withgeneral interest Bible studies and mission trips. Student
life professionals have theopportunity to pickupwhere theacademic division must
leave oflF. Ifweare to take our rightful place in the university, wemustvalue whata
university isallabout: creating thenext generation ofprofessionals in a variety offields. It
isthrough working with students andfaculty to create community centered onvocation
that wewill have the most enduring impact on ourstudents and on our society.
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Intellectual Humility and the
Art of Disagreement at the Christian College
byJamesS. Spiegel, Ph.D.
Abstract
Education at a Christian collegeproperly features both honest inquiry and
unwavering allegiance to core theological standards, such as thoseembodiedin
the classical creeds. This combination of commitments can create tension for the
Christian educator, as insistence upon doctrinal allegiancecan inadvertently reinforce
dogmaticattitudes so common among late adolescents. In this paper I discuss the
virtue of intellectualhumility and its importance for combatingstudent dogmatism
in an atmosphere of steadfest Christian commitment. Afterdistinguishing between
theological essentials and disputable matters, I discuss philosophical and theological
grounds for being intellectually humble. And I illustrateways in which facultyand
staff may intentionallymodel this virtue for students.
Introduction
It is ironic that dogmatismis common among college students. Presumably, young
peoplepursuehigher educationin order to explore newideas, not just to reinforce
previously held beliefs. But late adolescence is a stageof life typically characterized
by personal crises of various kinds, particularlyin the area ofworldview and ultimate
lifecommitments. A certainobstinacy of beliefcan bea formof self-defense against
challenges to one'sviews. What results for somestudents is a stubborn clingingto
certain beliefs, even in contradictionto plain evidence. While perhaps developmentally
normal, this tendencycan be aggravating to college faculty and staffas well as to the
students' peers.
On Christian college campuses the challenge of dogmatism is aggravated by the
Christian community's concern to guard theological orthodoxyand, sometimes, more
narrowly, the specific doctrinal and behavioral expectations of the school. Thus, as
Christian educators, wesometimes find our mostbasic faith commitments potentially
undermining the wholepoint of education, viz. to changeone'sbeliefs and conduct
for the better. What is the solution? In what follows I willdiscuss the most important
antidote to dogmatism—the virtue of intellectual humility. And I will showthe
relevance of this virtue for practicingthe art of disagreement in an educationalcontext
that prizes unified commitment to coretheological beliefs.
James S. Spiegel isProfessor ofPhilosophy and Religion at Taylor University. Hehasa Ph.D.
in PhilosophyfromMichigan State University (1993), and an M.A. in Philosophyfrom the
University ofSouthern Mississippi (1988).
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The Christian College and Theological Commitment
In hisclassic The Ideaofa Christian College Art Holmes proposes that the aim of
Christian higher education is to produce a certain kindof person, rather than simply
to endowa student with a discrete set of skills,as in vocational training (Holmes,
1987). The proper aim for thestudentin a Christian educational community, then,
is transformation in the deepest sense, fortification of the individual's soul. Given the
depths ofsuch intended change, then, it isnowonder thatstudents areoften resistant.
Even students whoconfess an open mind and willingness to explore newideas can be
narrow-minded and intractable in their actual beliefcommitments.
Psychologist James Marcia hasproposed a model of identity formation in adolescence
that may behelpfully applied here (Marcia, 1966). He uses the term "foreclosure" to
describe commitment in theabsence ofgenuine exploration. Applied more specifically
to college students, we might say that a student is"foreclosed" who maintains a
strong commitment to a setofbeliefs without doing anyexploration. In an academic
environmentthat exalts the sorts of educationalideals described by Holmes, the
foreclosed student isespecially tragic. However, on the Christiancollege campus, where
theological verities arecherished and perhaps guarded very closely, such refusal to
genuinely open oneself tonew ideas might beinadvertently reinforced. Some Christian
educators see thisaserring on thesafe side, as it isbetter for students to beforeclosed
in biblical truth than potentially to beledaway from it altogether in the process of
academic exploration. Perhaps it isbetter to erron thesafe side, but,ofcourse, it is
bestnot to err at all.So the question is this: Is there anyway to keep students secure in
their most basic faith commitmentswhileat the sametime effectively guiding them in
serious exploration in theworld of ideas? As Christian educators, howcanwe maximize
the likelihood that our students willkeep the faith in spite of theirexposure to various
false beliefs, indeedeven those that aredownrightinimicalto a Christian worldview?
I have twopoints to make in response to this important question. First, it should be
emphasized that there is noguarantee that any student will maintain hertheological
commitments, whether or not she isexposed to false teachings in thecourse of
her educational career. The brutal truth is that we live in a fallen world and, more
proximately, in a degenerating culture that continually assaults us allwith insidious
ideas andwarped values, particularly via major media. Unless a person intends to
retreat to a monkish life completely removed from Western civilization (if thatwere
possible), she isdestined to be regularly exposed to lies—attractive lies that are
alluring even to Christians because they sometimes closely resemble thetruth.So
preventing students from being exposed to false ideas isa hopeless cause. Even worse,
it isa strategy that sets upyoung Christians for a fall. Like sending soldiers out to
battlewithoutanyweapons or, just as tragically, giving orders to troops withoutany
knowledge of the enemy, wecannot expect young Christians to persevere in the truth
without being trained to recognize some of thisworld s perennial lies.
This leads to mysecond point,bestexplained using a different metaphor. Exposure
to false beliefsystems in an educational context ofChristian commitment actually
serves to secure students in the truth, preventing ultimate apostasy. Thesituation is
analogous to immunizations against disease. There is always a remote chance that
giving a child a tetanus vaccination, for example, will cause severe health problems, but
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it isstill in the child'sbest interest to do so because of the greater likelihood that she
would catch the disease were shenot vaccinated. Similarly, it isbetter to immunize the
college student against the false teachings of the Marxes, Nietzsches, and Freuds of this
world throughcritical analysis of their ideas than to allow the student to go into the
worldwithout any meansof defense against their arguments. This is one of the reasons
I am personallyand professionally devoted to the liberal arts model of Christian
education. Although inherently risky in somerespects (whateducational endeavors are
not?), the likelyoutcomes are more than worth the risks incurred.
The apostle Paularticulated this vision of worldview analysis when he declared "We
demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself upagainst the knowledge of
God, and wetake captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ" (2 Cor. 10:5).
Suchshouldbe the vision of Christianeducators: to prepare students for this twofold
task, at once critical and constructive, ofdemolishing opposing worldviews and
building a formidable Christian worldview.
Nowthe pointof this foray into an apologetic forChristian liberal arts education
was to emphasize that carefulguardianshipof the verities of the Christian faith does
notimply—indeed it precludes—prevention ofstudent inquiry into foreign worldviews.
Proper exposure to the full range of ideas assists ratherthan handicaps Christian
students in their appreciation of the rigor and beauty of theirtheological heritage.
Thechallenge for leaders of theologically conservative schools, of course, is to balance
this bold attitude ofinquiry with their unwavering commitment to the theological
standards that define them institutionally. Forexactly howsuchdoctrinal standards
arearticulated and howallegiance is regulated is likely to have an impacton students'
willingness to doserious academic exploration. Let's face it. There isa profound tension
here. On theonehand we tell students "honestly explore all you want," thenwe say, in
oneway or another, "but don'tyoudarequestion this and this and this." Faculty and
staffat theologically conservative schools must beaware ofhow their school's strong
doctrinal stances impact students' readiness to doserious academic exploration. This
isan uncommonly delicate matter. Aschool's coretheological commitments, if not
expressed carefully, can undermine itseducational mission. In the name oforthodoxy,
a Christian college can unwittingly contribute tostudent foreclosure, freezing the
flower of learningjust as it begins to bloom.
Sohow can Christian institutions simultaneously endorse the bold exploration of
ideas while insisting upon steadfast allegiance to itscore theological standards? Is
this reasonable, much less feasible? First, it should bestressed that every academic
institutionhasits corecommitments, justasevery individual person does. The
Christiancollege is not unique in this. In fact, every school, likeevery individual, has
ultimate theological commitments, be they theistic, atheistic, pluralistic, or agnostic.
The question isnotwhether or nota college takes a theological stance butwhat kindof
theological stance it takes, even if thatstance is represented asa non-stance. (Despite
what religious skeptics might say, their perspective isitselfa view about religion, not
the absence ofa view.) Soevery educational institution proceeds from some ultimate
framework thathas a theological component. The Christian college issimply a place
where thiscomponent isself-consciously theistic and, furthermore, where a particular
Christian sub-tradition isendorsed, e.g. Catholic, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Methodist,
etc. Those persons who share these commitments areinvited to come as they areto
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participate, while thosewho do not share thesecommitmentsare, hopefully, invited to
participate as well, provided theygo along with the ground rules that characterize the
school's tradition and culture.
So, yes, insistingupon allegiance to core theological commitmentsat a Christian
college is reasonable, if onlybecause every college has its theological assumptions.
TheChristian college is uniqueonly in that its corecommitments happento be both
positive and explicit. Christian colleges typically define themselves accordingto the
classical creedal pointsasexpressed in suchstatements of faith as the Nicene Creed
and the Apostles Creed, viz. the doctrine of the Trinity, the virginbirth and physical
resurrection of Christ, the last judgment, the natural sinfulness of humankind,
the atoningworkof Christ,and so on. To mandate affirmation of these beliefs at a
Christiancollege seems altogether reasonable for the further reason that these doctrines
frankly definewhat it means to beChristian. And schools that havemore parochial
theological concernsmight want to mandate morespecific doctrinal commitmentsas
dictated by the standards of their sub-tradition. But wherever the line is drawn between
the core, untouchable commitments of the school and the myriad other issues that are
"fairgame" forstudents, staff, and faculty alike, what is to be our attitudeand manner
when dealingwith disagreements about the latter?
Lessons from Socrates and Scripture
It is a truism that everyone hasopinions. And the morethoughtfula person is, the
more opinions she is likely to have and, perhaps, the stronger theyare likely to be.
If a college is a place where more thoughtful people congregate to share and discuss
ideas, then conflicting opinions shouldbe expected to abound. Suchdisagreements
are,generally speaking, a signof goodhealthat an educational institution (assuming
theydo not pertain to the institutionscorecommitments). But the real gauge of the
maturity of an educationalcommunity is the manner in which its members handle
those disagreements. Justas there aregood and badways to take notes, prepare for
exams, and writepapers, therearealso goodand badways to disagree with others.
Indeed, likethese othereducational skills, disagreeing well with others issomewhat of
an art form, requiringcarefulpracticefor success.
Sowhat is the propermannerofdisagreeing with others? Clearly, weshould display
the virtues of kindness, courtesy, and respect when debating issues. Rudeness and
impatience are always out of place but especially so in an academic environment,
where the quest for understanding requires on-going interpersonal cooperation. But
there is a trait that is more fundamental than these virtues and which, I believe,
ultimately fosters them: humility—this is the essential ingredient for practicing the art
ofdisagreement. Without a genuinely humble perspective, nostudent or professor will
beable to maintaina kind and generous spirit in the context ofdebate. Shewill have
no patience to hearanother's counter-arguments, and, thus, shewillclose herselfoffto
newavenues of understanding. Humility isessential not just forproper disagreement
but for learning in general.
Nowhere has the virtue of intellectual humility been morestrikinglydisplayed than
in the life of the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates. Afterbeing told that he had been
called the wisest man in Athensby the oracle at Delphi, Socrates wasincredulous. He
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proceededto conduct personalinterviews of reputedlywisepeoplein order to refute
the oracle. To his dismay Socrates found that those he interviewed consistently claimed
to know morethan they really did. On one such occasion, after beingdisappointed by
an Athenian politician, Socrates reflected:
Well, I am certainly wiser than thisman. It isonly too likely that neither ofushas
any knowledge to boast of,but he thinks that he knows something which hedoes
notknow, whereas I am quiteconscious ofmy ignorance. At any rate it seems that
I am wiser than he is to this small extent, that I do not think that I know what I
do not know (Plato, 1961a, pp. 7-8).
This was Socrates' conclusionafter everyconversationwith the most esteemed men
of Athens. The oracleat Delphi, he concluded,was correct after all. Socrateswas indeed
the wisestman in all ofAthens but only because he had a healthysenseof his own
ignorance. "Realwisdom," declaredSocrates, "is the property of God, and ... human
wisdomhas little or no value .... The wisest of you men is he who has realized ... that
in respect of wisdom he is really nothing" (p. 9).
Thisapproach, nowgenerally characterized as "Socratic ignorance," epitomizes
intellectual humility. And it partly explains whySocrates' impact on human history
has been deemed more profound than that of anyoneexceptJesus (Taylor, 1952, p. 11).
Socrates' presumption of ignorance enabled him to assess all truth-claims fairly and
dispassionately. And it provided the bestassurance that his beliefs werenot distorted by
emotion, desire, blind prejudiceand other irrational factors that tend to cloud sound
judgment.
Another featureof the Socratic method is the notion of philosophical midwifery.
Socrates regarded himselfas essentially a servant, specifically as onewho helps others
"give birth" to the ideas that liedormant within them. He explains that his art is much
like that of a midwife;
The only difference is that my patients are men, notwomen, and my concern is
not withthe body but withthesoulthat isin travailofbirth. And thehighest
pointofmy art is thepower toprove by every test whether theoffspring ofayoung
man's thought isafalse phantom or instinct withlife and truth. I am sofar like
themidwife that I cannot myselfgive birth to wisdom, and thecommon reproach
is true, that, though I question others, I canmyselfbringnothing to lightbecause
there isno wisdom in me... The many admirable truthsthey bringto birthhave
been discovered by themselvesfrom within. But thedelivery isheavens work and
mine(Plato, 1961b, p. 855).
This is a powerful metaphor. In addition to the intellectual humility that it betokens,
note that Socrates' educational approach is essentially communal, an interpersonal
affair. A third featureof the Socratic method, closely connected to that of midwifery,
highlights this point: the technique of dialectic. The means by which Socrates assists
others in giving birth to wisdom is questionand answer. A question is posed: "What is
knowledge?" TTie student offers an answer: "Knowledge is whatever a personperceives."
Then further questions follow: Areperceptions ever mistaken? Can a person dream he
has had a perception? Arevalues or mathematical truths ever perceived?" and soon.
Accordingly, the studentwill have to revise and adjusthis definition or else abandonit
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altogetherand start over. This is the dialecticalmethod. It tests truth claims through
a rigorous process of review by questionand answer. Thevalueof this tool is that it
is useful for distinguishing true knowledge from mereopinion, A personwho knows
can givea rational justification for his belief, whereas the personwho merely opines
cannot. To believe something in the absence of evidentialsupport, however strong ones
convictions, is not knowledge. The person who knowscan givegood reasons in defense
of his belief
These features of the Socratic method, the presumptionof ignorance, midwifery,
and the techniqueof dialectic, are premised upon a deep humility on the part of the
learner. Only the intellectually humble personwould be willing to admit that he
lacks wisdom, subjecthimselfto another'sguidance,and expose his beliefs to tedious
and repeated questioning. The intellectually proud, such as the leaders at Athens in
Socrates' time, haveno patiencefor this and are only antagonized by the process. The
Athenians' response, predictably, wasscorn. (Theyplotted against Socrates, falsely
accused him, and convicted him on a charge of impiety, forwhich he was eventually
executed.) Ofcourse, human nature has not changed,and today the proud are no less
inclined to bristle at having their beliefs questioned.
But it is not only Socrates and the Western philosophical tradition that descended
from him that advocates intellectual humility. It is a virtue recommended repeatedly
in scripture, based on both God's omniscience and transcendence. Regarding the first
point, a recurring theme throughout the Bible, particularly in the wisdom literature, is
the unfathomable wisdom of God. The Psalmistdeclares that God's "knowledge is too
wonderful for me, too lofty for me toattain" (Ps. 139:6).' And Paul exclaims, "Oh,
the depth of the riches of the wisdomand knowledge of God! How unsearchable his
judgments,and his paths beyondtracingout!" (Rom. 11:33). Elsewhere, in humorous
fashion, Paulaccentuates the contrast betweenhuman and divine understanding,when
he says "the foolishness of God is wiserthan man'swisdom" (1 Cor. 1:25).
Nowhereis the contrast betweendivine and human knowledge morestartlingly
represented than in the book ofJob. After three dozenchaptersof dialoguebetween
Job and his friends about God's goodness and wisdomin light ofJob's severe suffering,
including several instances in whichJob impugns God's justice in permitting his
plight, the Lordat last answers Job:
Who is this that darkens my counsel with words without knowledge? Brace
yourselflikea man;I willquestionyou, andyoushallanswer me. Where were
you when I laid theearth'sfoundation? Tell me, ifyou understand. Who marked
offitsdimensions? Surelyyouknow! Who stretched a measuring lineacross it? On
what were itsfootings set, or who laid itscornerstone—while themorningstars
sang together and all theangels shoutedforjoy? (Job 38:2-7).
And so goes the divine rebukefor four relentless chapters, itemizingthe terrestrial
and celestial wonders orchestrated byGod, thus putting Job backinto his humble
mortal place. We can hear the sigh in Job's voice when he finally declares in response
"Surely I spoke of things I did not understand, things too wonderful for me to know"
(Job 42:1).And to this he adds, "My earshad heard of you, but nowmy eyes have seen
you. Therefore I despise myselfand repent in dust and ashes" (vs. 5-6).
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These passages afford sober insight into the proverb that says "the fearof the
Lord is the beginning of wisdom" (Pr. 1:7). It was only by glimpsing the terrible
greatness of God that Job could begin to seejust howpatheticallyfeeble was his own
understanding. Indeed, if we are to take the biblicalproclamationsof the knowledge
and wisdomof God seriously, we can come to no other conclusion. It is reassuring,
then, to hear from the apostlePeter that the "divine powerhas given us everything
we need for lifeand godliness" (2 Pet. 1:3). Despiteour limited graspof the nature of
things, God has made sure to clearly reveal to us at leastall that is necessary for right
living.
As if our (initude and smallness of mind werenot enough to keep us intellectually
humble, God has also intentionally concealed himself and much that is true about
him. The prophetIsaiah declares, "Trulyyou are a God who hides himself, O God and
Savior of Israel" (Is.45:15). And somethingshe onlyselectively reveals, apparently
precisely to thosewho are naturally most humble, as is evident in this provocative
prayerofJesus: "I praiseyou Father, Lordof heaven and earth, because you have
hidden thesethings from the wiseand learned, and revealed them to little children.
Yes, Father, for this wasyour good pleasure" (Mt. 11:25).
In light of the foregoing considerations, we have overwhelmingly good philosophical
and theological reasons to displayintellectualhumility. But now, the question arises,
how do we transform the Socratic method and biblical injunctions to humble ourselves
into actual practiceof the art of disagreement? How does this translate into conduct,
especially in a Christian academic context?
"In Non-Essentials, Liberty": Creedal Points and Disputable Matters
A well-known epigram enjoinsChristians to exhibit unity in essentials, liberty in
non-essentials, and inall things, charity.^ This useful threefold distinction is based in
the Paulineapproach to divisions in the church. In 1 Corinthians, the apostle appeals
to believers to "agree with one another so that there maybe no divisions amongyou
and that you may be perfectlyunited in mind and thought" (1 Cor. 1:10). Elsewhere,
this idealof complete unity is balanced offwith the recognition that disagreements
between Christians are bound to ariseabout many issues and that such differences
are to be tolerated, so longas they pertain to "disputable matters" (Rom. 14:1). Paul
focuses on the unityinpractice that is still achievable even amidstdiversity ofopinion
about issues that are neithercentral to the faith nor subjectto decisive theological
demonstration. His illustrative focus in Romans l4 is the eating of meat that has been
offered to idols, but any number of issues could havebeen used, then as today, from
convictions about capital punishment to the viewingof R-rated films. About such
disputable matters, Paul says "Whatever you believe about these things keep between
yourselfand God" (Rom. 14:22).As biblicalscholarThomas Schreinercomments,
"Paul does not expect an undifferentiated unity in the assemblyin which everyone
agrees on everymatter. He does not expect or even desire unanimity of opinion. All
believers are expected to livein accord with their conscience and to grant freedom
to others to disagree" (Schreiner, p. 348). How much more so should this attitude
prevailat the Christian college, wheredoctrinal agreement is less urgent than it is
within the church.
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To the extent, then, that a Christian college makes mandates about disputable
matters, such as in a formal lifestyle agreement, it risks crossing the Pauline lineof
Christian libertyand compromising its own commitment to academic freedom. Even
if such mandates are framed in solely behavioral terms (e.g., prohibiting tobacco usage
while not insistingthat students actuallybelieve this to bewrong), an institution
can insinuate that differingconvictions on these issues are intolerable. This threatens
to undermine an environment of freeand humble inquiry and reinforce student
foreclosure on such issues. Extra workwill be necessary to properlymodel the virtue of
intellectual humilityand the art of disagreement.
But evenat Christian colleges whereviews on (and behavioral manifestationsof)
disputable issues are not mandated there remains the more fundamental challenge
of reconciling absolute commitment to the essential doctrines of the faith and the
virtue of intellectual humility. How can the two be squared in practice? As noted
above, there is no real inconsistency here,sinceeveryschoolhas its core commitments.
TheChristian college simply seeks to organize itselfaccording to a basic theological
heritage, suchas is expressed in the creedal pointsof the faith. The realchallenge for
the Christian college lies in practically communicatingthis, and all facultyand staff
at an institution should be prepared to do so if the school is to succeed in training
students to be genuinely inquisitive critical thinkers. Facultyand staff must themselves
display intellectual humility byopening theirminds to newideas, actively exploring
newperspectives, and inviting critical review of their beliefs, all thewhile maintaining
a winsomebut unwavering commitment to the theological verities that define the
school's ultimate mission. Suchwould be to realize the idealof unity in essentials,
libertyin non-essentials, and charity in all things.
Faculty iVIodeling of intellectual Humility
It isnot enough to model the virtueof intellectual humilityin an informal way. We
mustlook forways to doso formally, to create public forums that showcase theart of
disagreement anda mature Christian willingness to admitones ignorance. It was towards
thisend that seven years agoI initiated a faculty dialogue series at Taylor University,
a primary aimofwhich is to educate thecommunity aboutpressing contemporary
issues, from art censorship to theethics ofwar. An equally significant function of these
dialogues is the waythey model a humble approach to the difficult issues discussed.
Duringpreparation, I remind faculty panelists that theirstrongcompetence regarding
thesubject matter isreadily on display, sono posturing isnecessary. AndI encourage
them to explicitly admit theirignorance when theyarestumped bya question or are
unsure aboutsome aspect of the issue. Faculty consistently respond positively to thisand
usually succeed in presenting a humble approach. Not surprisingly, this isoneof the
aspects of these dialogues that draw themost positive response from students, who often
express a special admiration for faculty whoareguardedor reserved in their claims, let
alone those whobluntly declare their ignorance.
At the same time,panelists areencouraged to defend theirpositions earnestly, which
is not problematic sinceeach is chosen because of his or her stance on the issue under
discussion. Buttheyareencouraged to defend theirviews graciously, and, nearly always,
they doso. Consequently, students aretreated to thedouble benefit ofhearing informed
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defenses of a varietyof views on an issue, whilewitnessing an exchange of ideasexecuted
with all Christian courtesyand respect. Thus, they seeconvictionand humility modeled
together, two traits that are too seldom present together in the academy today, whether
in secular or Christian schools.
This is justone way that Christian intellectual humilitycan be modeled forstudents
by faculty. Another way that I strive to model this virtue is lessformal and more
intimate. I am often asked to speak at residence hallsor student groups on campus
about a range of issues. And, whenmyschedule permits, I am eager to oblige. The
topicsstudents choose are usuallyinspired by current events, so they can be amusingly
wide-ranging, from child rearing to animal rights. On eachsuchoccasion I make a
point to emphasize my ignorance to studentsabout various aspects of the topic. One of
the ways I do this is by posing multipleadditional questionsspawnedby the questions
they themselves pose to me. In doingso, I demonstrate that I, too, am a student, a life
longlearner whois every bit as curious as theyare. Hopefully, this will inspire in them
a moreboldand energetic curiosity and affirm that brute sense ofwonderthat manyof
us tragically lose in our passage to adulthood. There isa certainexhilaration that goes
with realizing one's ignorance, that one's meager knowledge—perhaps represented by
a few graduate degrees—is dwarfed byall there is to knowin this cosmos and, most
profoundly, by the infinitewisdom of itsCreator. Thejoyofwonder can be contagious,
and frank, honest discussion of complex issues isa powerful vector of this attitude.
Facultyand staff can foster intellectual humility amongstudents by initiating
either of these sorts of student encounters with faculty. At Taylor many of my student
development colleagues have followed myleadand now faculty forums are regularly
organized bythem aswell asstudents leaders. Aswas myhopewhen I first conceived
the plan, myadministrative services are no longer necessary to keep the forums going.
Consequently, intellectual humilityis more widely idealized among our students, and
the art of disagreement isbetter practiced by them aswell.
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Foundations of Student Affairs Practice: How Philosophy,
Theory, and Research Strengthen Educational Outcomes
Florence A.Hamrick, Nancy J.Evans, and John H.Schuh;(San Francisco, CAJossey-
Bass,lnc,2002).
Reviewed byAdamD. Moore
Asstudent affairs became an increasingly more important and distinct partner in
higher education, a significantphilosophical and theoretical tradition emerged to
provide a basis for the profession. With the growth of the student affairs profession,
institutionsof highereducation began requiring student affairs professionals to
identifyand pursuespecific outcomes in their programs and practices. In their recent
publication. Foundations ofStudentAffairs Practice, Florence A. Hamrick,NancyJ.
Evans, and John H. Schuh contend that a significant disconnect exists betvifeen the
philosophical and theoretical foundations ofstudentaffairs, and the recent surge of
literature related to student outcomes. Foundations ofStudentAffairs Practice isan
effort by Hamrick, et al. to bridge the gapbetween these areas of examination by
bringing together the philosophical and theoretical foundations of studentaffairs
with specific practices designed to produce positive student outcomes. With their
publication, Hamrick, et al. have provided a competent manual to assist studentaffairs
professionals who are challenged by their institutionsto rationalize the continuation or
implementation of existing or proposed student life programs.
Foundations ofStudentAffairs Practice isdivided into three sections: 1)an overview of
the historical, theoretical, and philosophical foundations of studentaffairs; 2) a discussion
of five broadstudentoutcomes; and 3) a conclusion proposing implications for practice
and additional research. PartOne begins withan examination of thechanging nature of
institutional missions in higher education. Hamrick, et al. summarize theevolution of
missions in higher education in both thedramatic growth in thevariety of institutional
missions and in the evolution in higher education with regards to instructional methods.
Following their discussion of institutional mission, theauthors provide a comprehensive
review of thestudentdevelopment theory that informs studentaffairs practice. The
implications of thischapter reveal thevalue of theory in aiding boththedevelopment
ofappropriate studentoutcomes and thedesign of programs intended to promote the
designated outcomes. Thefinal chapters of PartOne discuss the influence ofcampus
environments on student outcomes and the contribution ofstudent affairs to student
learning in higher education. Thepresentation of theories related to campus environments
supports theauthors' conclusion that purposefully constructed environments aidin
producing positive student outcomes. The authors conclude PartOnewitha review of the
current emphasis upon student learning as theprimary objective ofstudent affairs, anda
challenge to student aff^rs administrators to reach this goal byincreasing the partnership
between academic and student affairs.
Adam D. Moore isa student in the Master ofScience inStudent Services Administration
program at Baybr University.
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In Part Two, the authors discuss five broad student outcomes in relation to student
development theories. Theyalso considerpossiblepractices that maycontribute to
the realization of these outcomes. The five outcomes addressed in this section include:
1) a self-aware and interpersonally sensitive individual; 2) a democratic citizen; 3)
an educated person; 4) a skilledworker; and 5) a lifeskillsmanager. Each of these
outcomes arediscussed in separate chapters. The general discussion of these outcomes
begins with a thoroughdefinition of the outcomeand its value for studentsand society.
Subsequently, the authorsusenumerous related student development theories to justify
the importance of eachoutcome. Eachchapter in PartTwo concludes with an analysis
of practical examples of college experiences that produce the desired outcomes, and
the implicationsfor practitioners in student affairs, facultymembers, senior executive
officers, and other relevant leaders in colleges and universities. In concluding the book,
Hamrick,et al. utilize PartThree to briefly provide recommendations for practice and
further research. These recommendations give student affairs professionals a resource for
improving campus lifeand institutional research.
Foundations ofSmdentAffairs Practice is a veryuseful resource for student affairs
professionals who desire to focus on student outcomes. The authors'argument
concerningthe need for student affairs professionals to connect philosophy, theory,
and research with educational outcomes isan important and relevant issue in higher
education. Overall, Hamricket al. successfully connect thesefoundations of student
affairs with student outcomes, whilealso offering practical methods for developing these
particularoutcomes in students' lives. The book certainly provides a strong rationale
for integrating the areas of student affairs philosophy, theory, and research with student
outcomes. Asa result, the primary utility of the book appears twofold. First, the book
helpsboth established and novice student affairs professionals to understandthe need
for a connection between the foundations of student affairs and particular student
outcomes. In addition, the authors' examination is also a useful reference for those
in higher education who must providea rationale for current or future student life
initiatives.
However, two primaryweaknesses areevidentin Foundations ofStudentAffairs
Practice. Thefirst weakness lies in the methodof presentation utilized by the authors.
At times, theauthors' constant repetition of studentdevelopment theories becomes a
hindrance to the presentation of theirargument. In each of the chapters concerning the
five studentoutcomes, the authors relate specific theories to the individual outcome.
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When usingthesetheories, the authorsoften summarize the main pointsof eachstudent
development theory. In some cases, frequently used theoriesare summarizedor discussed
numerous times throughout the book. Thispracticebecomes redundant and distracting
from the primarypurposeof the book. Rather than continuously citingthe pointsof
individual theories, the authors should haveoffered additionalexamples for relating
theories to student outcomes. The second weakness of the book relates to the five
outcomes the authors chose to use for the book. Thesefive outcomes are certainlyvalid
outcomes for highereducation, but the authors present verylittle discussion of howand
why these particular outcomes werechosen. However, in spite of these two weaknesses,
the overall value of the bookand its significance for student afiairs professionals still
remains apparent.
Althoughnot written from the perspective of the Christianworldview, Foundations
ofStudentAffairs Practice does prove relevant and worthy of use byChristians in
student affairs. The book isparticularly useful in reminding professionals of the
importanceof connecting philosophy, theoryand research with student affairs practice.
The challenge for Christians in student development, however, is to incorporate the
Christian philosophy of education and worldview into the basis for determining
student outcomes. Issues suchas faith development and spiritual growth areonlybriefly
discussed by Hamrick, et al, and are unrelated to their five student outcomes. These
types of issues areobviously very significant for Christian studentaffairs professionals,
particularly thoseat private Christian colleges and universities, who areespecially
concerned about these types of outcomes. In summary, Foundations ofStudentAffairs
Practice is a helpful resource for all student affairs professionals but Christians in student
affairs must work to critically incorporate the significant foundationsof Christian higher
educationinto the overall perspective presented by the authorsof this book.
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Reclaiming tlie Game: College Sports and
Educational Values
WilliamG.Bowen and Sarah A Levin:(Princeton University Press,2003 $27.95).
Reviewed by Chris Abrams M.Ed.
Despite recent attemptsby the NCAA,NAIA, and other institutional, regional and
national governing bodies, the academic gap between athletes and non-athletes on
college campuses continues to widen. Repeatedly documented is the sad academic state
of intercollegiate athletics. However, until recently the assumption, although untested,
has been that the IvyLeague schools or "Ivies" and NCAA Division III (D-III) schools
were above all the academic and behavioral problems in their NCAADivision I, II
and NAIAcounterparts. Theconventional wisdom beingthat the Ivies and D-III
schools participate in a purerversion ofathletics where an attitude that exemplifies
participation over entertainment is the cornerstone. In their bookReclaiming theGame:
College Sports and Educational Values, a follow up to theirbook The Game ofLife,
William G. Bowen and Sarah A. Levinexamine how many of the problems of Division
I and II collegiate athleticshave trickleddown to the Ivies and D-III schools.
In beginning theirdiscussion, Bowen and Levin pointout theirstrong affinity
forcollegiate sports. As theystaterightfrom the beginning, "Wecannot imagine
American college life withoutintercollegiate teams, playing fields, and vigorous
intramuralaswell as recreational sports programs" (p. 1). However, Bowen and Levins
majorconcern iswhat theyobserve as the widely publicized excesses and moresubtle
issues of balance and emphasis that undermine the beneficial impactof athletics. In
order to defend their claim ofexcesses and balance issues, Bowen and Levin turn their
attentionsaway from the typical powerhouses of NCAA Division I athletics and focus
their attention on the Ivies and other D-III schools, following the institutional process
from recruitingto graduation. Two basic sections dividetheir text. The first examines
the state ofathletics in the Ivies and D-III schools. The second is a discussion of how
theseschools should attempt to resolve their current state.
Why study athletics in the Ivies and D-III schools? The authors havetwo major
reasons for their study of these particular institutions the first is volume. A student can
attend a NCAA Division I institution and nevercross paths with an athlete. However,
within the D-III institutions studied, 43 percent of the malestudents and 32 percent
of the femalestudents wereathletes. Recruited athletes made up 24 percent of male
students and 17percentof female students. What do these percentages mean? Bowen
and Levinargue that athletesat an NCAA Division I institution havea lesser chance
of effecting the overall educational climateof a campus. However, at the small liberal
arts college as at most schools in the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities
CCCU, athletes can significantly shape the academic qualityof a campus population.
Chris Abrams is theAssociate Director ofResidence Life at Weber State University and holds
a Masters in EducationfromAlfred University.
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The second reason Bowen and Levinaddress the perceived woes of athletics in the
Ivies and D-III institutions are their strongconviction that thingscan change. The
time forchange in NCAADivision I athletics mayhave passed, but suchis not so for
the Ivies and D-III schools. Sowith the useofa newmethodology not able to be used
at Division I schools the authorsbegin to analyzethe Ivies and D-III schools.
In order to study theseschools, Bowen and Levinare able to incorporate a new
methodological innovation theywere unable to usein their first book The Game ofLife.
Thisinnovation is the ability to distinguish recruited athletes (those whowere on the
coaches' listspresented to admissions deans) from all other athletes, who the authors
define as "walk-ons." Thisallows Bowen and Levin to deal directly with the divide
between the recruited athletes and the restof the student population, including the
difference between the recruited athlete and the non-recruited athlete.
Beginning with the admissions process, Bowen and Levin uncover two interesting
revelations. Admission isgrantedat a four timesgreater rate for the recruited athlete, at
the Ivies, than a similar applicant not on a coach's list. Second, theaverage SAT score
ofa male football, basketball, and ice hockey athlete is between 119 and 165 points
below theirnon-athlete peers at both the Ivies and D-III schools. In examining these
points, Bowen and Levin indicate that the present "divide" is unacceptable from the
standpoint of educational values.
In their study of the academic performance of recruited athletes in these institutions,
Bowen and Levindiscover about three-quarters of recruited maleathletes in football,
basketball, and icehockey and nearlytwo-thirds of recruited maleathletes in soccer,
trackand swimming are in the bottom third of their class. In addition, although
manyathletes begin theircareer at an academic disadvantage to theirnon-athlete
counterparts, athletes continuously under-perform based in relationship to the
academic credentials theybringto college.
Manysupporters of the currentathletic climate pointout that athletes spend a great
deal of time outsidethe classroom, a phenomenon which makesacademic achievement
difficult. However, Bowen and Levin found that otherstudentgroups whospend a
greatdeal of time outsidethe classroom workingon a skill,such as musicians, do not
demonstrate the samerateof underperformance. In fact, groups suchas musicians tend
to outperform their classmates.
Although Bowen and Levin spend a greatdealof timedefending their belief, the
theme of their discussion is reform. Many authors includingBowen and Levinhave
documented the troubled state of intercollegiate athletics. However, Bowen and Levin's
passion for athleticscompels them to not only advocate for change, but suggest a
realistic senseof change.
The natureofhighereducation compels manywithin the academy to believe that
problems mayhavesolutions, but most of thesesolutions involve too much work,are
too complicated, or willnever gainenough support. Although the lastproblem may
be the casewith athletics,Bowen and Levinoffereasysolutions that allowathleticand
educational missions to walk hand in hand. First, the authors believe schools should admit
students based on theiracademic ability and shouldencourage athletic participation
within theirqualified poolofstudents. "Recruiting large numbers ofathletes not only
claims places in theentering class; it also greatly diminishes opportunities forother
athletically interested (andtalented) students to play on intercollegiate teams" (247).
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Second,coaches should share the goals of the institution. Teachingin and out of the
classroom must be the goalof the intercollegiate coaches. Coaches must be evaluated
on their ability to teachand graduateathletes, insteadof by their win-loss record.
Third, the time commitment required to participate in varsityathletics must be
reduced. Bowen and Levinadvocate for the shorteningof practice and playing time,
eliminatingclass and examconflicts, and requiring"offseasons" that actually involve a
pause in athletic endeavors.
Fourth, no athletic scholarships should mean no athletic scholarships. The games
that D-III and the Ivies play to giveathletes moneyshould be strictly monitored
and stopped. Students should be aided monetarily basedon their abilities to aid the
educational mission of an institution or based on need, not on their ability to put a ball
in a basket. The text alsodiscusses the potential need for institutions to cut football
programs and the need for reform within governing bodiessuch as the NCAA and
conference organizations.
Although Bowen and Levin's text doesnot discuss NAIA schools or any particular
school in the CCCU, their book should at least concern those who work on small
Christian liberal-arts campuses. If the eliteacademic schools in this country have these
problems to such an alarming degree, chancesare manysmall Christian campuses
are havinga similar dilemma. The benefit of their discussion is that the college
or university is given not only the problem, but also the solution. Student Affairs
professionals have a stakein delivering education with integrity. StudentAffairs
professional have the taskof "out-of-classroom education," which often includes
athletics.
One finds nothing newin Bowen and Levins commentaryjust proofofwhat many
have suspected. Theirability to getat information, suchas the lists coaches provide
admissions officers, is quite a feat. The question no longeris, "Is there a problem?" The
question is, "How bigand widespread is the problem?" In addition, their solutions
are so straightforward any institution can realistically make real, positive change. I
applaud Bowen and Levin forgivingus all a real lookat the dichotomyathleticshas
created in education. The goal for the small-liberal arts college is to return athletics to
its original purpose. The director of athletics and physicaleducation at Bryn Mawr,
Amy Campbell states it best when she says "Collegeathletics is a prized endeavor and
one that enriches the experience of college students.The question should not be at what
priceathleticsbut rather how to structure athletic programs that both serve both the
student athletic interestand the greatgoalsof liberal-arts institutions"{pl-2).
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Educating Citizens: Preparing America's Undergraduates
for Lives of Moral and Civic Responsibility
Anne Colby,Thomas Ehrlich, Elizabeth Beaumont,& Jason Stephens;
(San Francisco, California:Jossey-Bass, 2003).
Reviewed by Pedro Villarreal III
EducatingCitizens addresses important questionsabout moral and civicdevelopment
in higher education. According to Colby, Ehrlich, Beaumont, and Stephens (Colby, et
al.), moral and civiceducation represents a task, duty, or responsibility, if not a chore,
highereducation institutionsand their leaders cannot afford to ignore. The authors'
thesis is that higher education remains one of several phases in the lives of many
peopleand this phase serves as a potentially pivotalpoint in time for the development
or re-development of beliefs, values, and understandings. In essence, moraland civic
educationoccursmore notablyduring this phaseof life. Thus, institutionsof higher
education need to commit institutional resources in innovativeways to developmoral
and civic education. Furthermore, Colby, et al. contend, as a requisite for effective
development, moral or civiceducation needs to occur within the context of both the
curricular and co-curriculardimensions of highereducation.
The first portion of the book is dedicated to definingmoral and civic education
and explicatingthe relevance of each to the other. In it, the authors argue that
the two are inextricably attached. The two representthemes that are so enmeshed
that understandingwhat each represents without havingan understandingof the
other is difHcult, if not impossible. The authors definemoral and civic education
as educating"for substantive values, ideals, and standards, at least in broad terms"
(p. 11). Furthermore, Colbyet al. state that moraland civiceducationshould not
be solely concerned with what is known as values clarification. Theauthors, more
importantly, give reasons for the involvement of highereducation in moraland civic
education. First, they emphatically state, "[I]t is not possible to create a value-neutral
environment, so it is preferable for colleges and universities to examinethe values
they stand for and make consciousand deliberate choicesabout what they conveyto
students" (p. 11). The authors' secondmore important reason is their conviction that
there exists "some basic moralprincipals, ideals, and virtues that can form a common
ground to guideinstitutions of higher education in theirwork, including the work of
educating citizens in a democracy" (p. 11).
Colby, et al., proceed to describe the values possessed byeachof the twelve quite
unique institutions of highereducation they studied. Theyalso describe the ways in
which theseinstitutions attempt to teach undergraduate moral and civic development
Pedro Villarreal III received a BA ('99)in Psychology andan MS ('01)in Rehabilitation
Counselingfirom The University ofTexas-Pan American and iscurrently working onan EdD
in Higher Education Administration at Baylor University where healso holds a graduate
research assistantship.
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through the useof creativity, commitment, perseverance, institutional structures,
and institutional climates supportive of this type of engagement. In addition, they
shedlight into the pedagogical and institutional factors that provide fora more open
culture which better allows for moral and civic education. The authors allude to the
historical reasons for highereducation's disengagement with moraland civic education.
Theysuggest liberal education fell preyto morespecialized and flexible curricular
offerings in higher education. Consequently, specialization and distributive curricular
offerings diminished attemptsbycolleges to educate studentsforcivic and morallives.
Interestingly, the authors appeared to omit a bodyof literature regarding aspects of the
secularization process in highereducationas wellas the philosophical shifts of thought
(pre-enlightenment to enlightenment) that potentially had more ofan effect on the
removal of civic and moraleducationfrom highereducation than thosesuggested in
the book.
The research methodology employed for the study appearedto be appropriate to the
researchers' goals of understandingwhetherhighereducationoffers and under what
context moral and civiceducation continues to be offered today. Qualitative interviews
were conducted at the selected institutions. The institutions were selected because
they represented a varietyof typesand modelsof institutionssuch as two- and four-
year; religiously affiliated and secular; military and non-military; research and liberal
arts; urban,suburban, and rural;and large, small, and medium in size. Although
the authors acknowledge the institutions varysignificantly, Colby, et al., writethese
institutions are not very different with respect to theirvisions of moralgrowth.The
institutions studied have different historical and philosophical understandings of the
world.To suggest that the current slateof religious and secular institutionshave the
same intentional goals is somewhat naive.
Thefindings of their research provide a picture forinstitutional programs and
curricula developedfor civicand moral education. The authors claim that three
themes emergedduring the courseof their research on how institutions attempt to
provide civic and moraleducation to undergraduate students. Moral and civic virtue,
community connections, and systematic social responsibility are the three themes
that emerged. The moral and civicvirtue theme encompasses an institution's set of
corevalues or virtues to be sharedwith students such as intellectual integrity, concern
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for truth, mutual respect and tolerance, open-mindedness, concern for individual or
community rights and welfare, and a commitment to rational discourseand procedural
fairness. Thecommunity connections theme isevidenced in the institutions desire to
develop in students a sense of belonging to the broadercommunity and participate
in that community in meaningful ways. The last theme discussed is systematic social
responsibility which entails the institutions desire to give students an appreciation,
understanding, and working ethic as it relates to the greater social justice issues in the
world. Ultimately, the authorssuggest that institutions must be involved in offering all
three fora comprehensive and distinctive approach to moraland civic education.
Overall, the authors have initiated an important conversation about the relevance
of moraland civic education. For the student development specialist, the book
provides insightful examples of institutional attempts to form the moral and civic
development of their students. The differing models presented can be replicated by
Christian institutions and their leaders. In essence, the book can serve as an excellent
reference. Colby, et al. also illuminated the importance for cooperative efforts
betweenco-curricular administrators and faculty (curricular) members in the civic
and moraldevelopment of students. For those individuals who are more interested in
the theoretical aspects of moraland civic development, this book issinequa non, the
only book on the topic that develops the theoreticalassumptions of moraland civic
developmentof students in colleges and universities.
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Educating for Life: Reflections on Cliristian
Teaching and Learning.
Wolterstorff, N.R(2002). Grand Rapids: Baker Books.
Reviewed byTony Marchese
Educatingfor Life: Reflections on Christian Teaching and Learning \s a superb
collectionof the speeches of master teacherand scholarNicholasWolterstorfF.
With a professional careerspanning overfour decades, WolterstorfFhas consistently
generated national acclaim as a capable criticof the Americaneducational enterprise.
Readers are invited to explore the evolution of WolterstorfFs taxonomy ofAmerican
Christian education. This unique collection of speeches is carefully assembled
chronologically within its four sections providing a rareopportunity to witness the
developing perspectives of a scholar without the timely exercise of independently
searchingfor thesepivotal works. In virtuallyevery speech, WolterstorfF displays a lucid
argumentativemethod that is delicately seasoned with anecdotal precision and exudesa
keen contextual awareness that is reflected in his appropriatechoiceof idiom. He seems
to steeraway from languagethat could be deemedinappropriate or loquacious.
WolterstorfFdemonstrates the samezeal for the exigency ofAmerican Christian
Education asArthur Holmes yet expands his views to encompass secondary and
higher education in hisexposition as well as narrowly defining his perspective by
always speakingfrom a Reformed position. His theological exclusivity could serve as
a sectarian bulwark forsome readers whomaybe unfamiliar with or in disagreement
with Reformed theology. Thereader should be encouraged, thoughto explore his rich
commentary deeply immersed in decades of teaching experience and an unapologetic
commitment to the preeminence of Christ both in wordand deed to institutional
vitalityand longevity.
Onlya quick glance through Educatingfor Life isnecessary forthe reader to ascertain
that this text boasts onlyof an implicit affinity to StudentAffairs. Furthermore, it
wouldbe safe to conclude that nearly two-thirds of his speeches contained in the
text reference "Christian DaySchools" ratherthan theAcademy. For the professional
ardently searching fora quick fix to strengthen his/herdepartment, it mightbehelpful
to lookelsewhere. Thistextdoes not offer a collection of practical tools to increase
student involvement in co-curricular initiatives or introduce readers to contemporary
triangularresearch designs forprogram assessment. An evaluation of thoseconcepts
implicitly relevant to Student Affairs is in order.
WolterstorfFspeaks of the need for schools to embrace the value of learning outside
of the classroom. In a 1966 speech entitled "Curriculum" he writes, "School education
Tony Marchese is a Residence Education Coordinator at Messiah College andispursuing a
Ph.D in Organizational Leadership at Regent University.
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must be of worth and significance to students in their lives outsidethe school aswell
as inside. The needsit answers to must not be needsconfinedsimply to the students'
hours in school. There must be a carryover, from life in the classroom to life outside
the classroom. The school must inculcate those excellencies that are ofworth for life
outside the school as well as inside...The school acts irresponsiblywhen the excellencies
it strives to inculcate are limited in relevance to the classroom" (Wolterstorff, 2002). In
this excerpt,Wolterstorff issues a call to educators to include out-of-class experiences
within their pedagogical matrix. While he does not referto Student Affairs specifically,
we must remember that he is addressingan academicaudience of the 1960'sduring
which time the popularity of pizza parties and ice cream socialswas prominent in a
newlyevolvingprofession. There are two considerations that can be made here. First,
faculty shouldstrive for relevancy bycontinuously pointingstudents in the direction
of the out-of-class application of their discipline. Thiscan be accomplished without
subscribing to a harmful form of pragmatism. Secondly, he inadvertently welcomes
co-curricular educators to the academic community by creating a spacewherein they
can aid in the integrative process of extendingand applying educationbeyondthe
boundaries of the classroom.
Historically, evangelical Christian Colleges do not havea strong record of facilitating
conflictand exposing students to the beneficial nature of controversy. WolterstorfF
challenges educators to refuse to acquiesce to the stiflingdemandsof thosewho would
chooseto restrictstudent exposure to certain cultural masterpieces because of their
alleged secularity. In his reference to the disagreement overthe merits of a piece of
controversial literature, he writes, "Do we, as God s children, look it square in the
face? Or do weavertour gaze? How do we keepourselves pure? By livingonly in pure
surroundings?Or by,God s help, warding off the impurities in our impure world...For
whereare those pure surroundings?Is it not the case that the things in this world that
look pure to me lookso because I am lookingfor onlycertain kinds of impurity? Of
courseimmaturity is a factor here. But only if one looks toward God can one avert
ones gaze from evil. One has no choice, if one is to live in this world, but to lookevil
in the face since it is all about" (WolterstorfF, 2002). WolterstorfF concludes this section
by urging readers to work through controversial issues rather than pretendingthat
they do not exist.WolterstorfF, here,wasalluding to conflictoverwhetheror not it was
appropriate fora Christian schoolto includehumanisticworks in the curriculum. He
suggests that although some aspects mightbe objectionable to some, if aesthetic value
exists, it shouldnot be quickly ignored. This lineof reasoning has manyimplications
for StudentAffairs programming. Many Christian schools will not allowcable
television in their residence hallsdue to the decadence that worldly programming
promotes. Additionally, attendance at the local theatercan be deemed an activity
of ill repute. To refuse to enter the debateand utilizeits educationalopportunities
is to be professionally irresponsible. He does not espouse an either/or-secular/sacred
dichotomization within the college. He suggests that it is harmful to do so.
WolterstorfF addresses the popularperception that forsome reason, manyteachers
perpetuate the impression that theyarenot human.Thiscan complicate the learning
process. Rather, he would suggest that the best teaching isauthentic teaching. He
instructs professionals thisway. "Do not in the presence ofstudents actas ifyour
were a teaching machine. Instead, reveal that youtooareon the journey ofChristian
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existence- sometimes successful, sometimes not, sometimes confident, sometimes
doubting, sometimes joyful, sometimes discouraged. Do not try to transubstantiate
yourselfinto somethingother than what you are nor conceal the fact that you havenot
been transubstantiated.Authentic Christian teaching is autobiographical teaching"
(WolterstorfF, 2002).
For the purposes of this review, it would be helpful to replace the word teaching
with leading. Student Affairs personnelmore than any other type of educator,havethe
powerto capitalizeon the immensepotential of authentic leading, primarilydue to
the out-ofclassnature of the role. It would be aproposfor the co-curricular educator
to ask herself, "Do mystudents seethe real me?" Or in response to my insecurities do I
construct a shellof a person that puts students at a safedistance?" WolterstorfF invites
teachers to welcome students into their own worldsand educateout of authenticity.
Co-curricular educators should do the same.
If one is seekingto understandeducationfrom a Reformed perspective. Educating
for Life might serve the readerwell. If, however, one is searching for a relevant Student
Affairs resource, this text is probably not veryapplicable. It is well organized and
provocative and could prove usefulas longas the readeris ableto effectively synthesize
and applyideasthat are only implicitly related to Student Affairs.
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Commitment and Connection: Service-Learning
and Christian Higher Education
Heffner, Gail Gunst and Claudia DeVries Beversluis, Eds.; (Lanham,Maryland:
University Press of America, 2002).
Reviewed by Monica L. MuUins
Published in 2002, Commitment and Connection: Service-Learningand Christian
HigherEducation provides readers with a detailed pictureof the manner in which
CalvinCollege has implemented the popular"academically based service-learning"
component ofAmerican higher education on their campus. The textproposes that
byproviding the in-depthexamination ofone program readers maybeable to find
application for establishing similar programs on their own campuses. Calvin, a
Christian liberal arts college in the Reformed Protestant tradition, isa leader in her
home stateof Michigan and in the United States in the areaofacademically based
service-learning. Assuch, Calvin provides a highly qualified voice ofexperience to
those seeking to establish or strengthen a program within the context ofa Christian
college. While noneof the contributors arestudent affairs professionals, this edited
workprovides pointsof connection for the Student Development program serious
about linking the hearts, hands, and minds of students. Commitment and Connection is
edited by Gail Gunst Heffner, Associate Director for Appliedand Community Based
Research at the Calvin Center for Social Research and Claudia DeVries Beversluis,
Deanfor Instruction and Professor of Psychology at Calving College. Theeditors
articulate the results of the edited work in their introduction bysaying "Theauthorsof
this volume contend that academically basedservice-learning is one wayto meet this
challenge to explore newways of packaging the learning so that students areequipped
to reformsociety and are motivated for the task of being,and livingas Christians in
the world" (xxv). In other words, the programmingto which this text points creates
studentswho can be salt and light in a lost and dyingworld.
The editorsprovide thorough if somewhat lengthy introductionwhich argues
stronglyfor the need of the unique perspective offered by their book. That perspective,
service-learning in the environment of the Christian liberal arts college, has not
been previously presentedon the scaleof a book of such length, scope, or focus. The
introduction successfully prepares readers for the 15 individually authoredselections
whichare divided into four majorsubjectareas: "BuildingCommunity","Developing
Students", "Developing Faculty", and "Building Institutional Support". Studentaffairs
professionals will benefit tremendously from the introduction as it details the purpose
and motivation for academicallybased servicelearning in a manner that can speak
Serving as theAssistant DeanofStudents and adjunctInstructor ofEnglish at Oklahoma
Baptist University, Monica L Mullins holds a Master ofEducation in College Student
Affairsfrom Azusa Pacific University anda Bachelor ofArts in Englishfrom Oklahoma
Baptist University.
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well to both thosewith heavyinvolvement and experience with service-learning and
to thosewith little or no exposure to such programs. In addition to the introduction,
student affairs professionals will find the sections "BuildingCommunity" and
"Development Students" most practical in the implications that can be made for their
own work.
Themain argumentset forth by the editors and subsequently by the contributors
is that three of the primary themespresentin Christian highereducation (service,
learning, and faith) naturally come together in the form of academically based service-
learning. Asa result,Christian colleges and universities have a distinct calling to serve
both their students and their communities through such programs. Byassembling
purposeful articleswhich are well researched from educatorsacross the curriculum, the
editorsare able to address the challenges facing such programs alongwith the triumphs
experienced by Calvin College and the community it serves. While the editors
refuse to pander to the readersimplyseekinga "how-to" approach, they do provide a
practicaland detailedexaminationof a successful academically basedservice learning-
program.The methodology employed by the fourteen authorsvaries considerably in
keepingwith the academic field represented by the author. Nevertheless, the articles
which necessitate the demonstration of assessment do provide it. Assessment tools
mentionedincludethe gatheringof feedback from both studentsand service recipients
through the form of survey instruments, peerassessment, discussion groups, and
individualmeetingswith professors. Verylittle data is included in the articles, but that
doesn't seem to reduce the validityof the argument.Thework iswellresearched and
bibliographies demonstrate a balancebetweenboth secularand faith basedsources
including moral and ethical developmental theoristsand notablehigher education
authoritiesand journals.
Of particular interestis a selection locatedmid-way through the text which is
authoredbya Calvinalumnus who isa productof the program. Chapter8: "Lessons
in Service-Learning: Dilemmaof Guilt, Lesson in Reciprocity" is authored byLaura
Hoeksema Cebulskiwho currentlydirectsan after-school program for at-risk children
in Jonesboro, Arkansas. Cebulskigives readers the opportunity to examinethe impact
of service-learning on one student. The implication is that this students experience is
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the desired result of the program. It isevident that Cebulski s service throughCalvin's
program impacted her life and careerchoices. She herselfindicates that her worldview
changed asa result ofacademically based service-learning. Learning to question
the motive and benefit of service, shefound that service and learning are ultimately
inseparable. Finally, Cebulskiseems to be answering the criticism of skeptics when
shesumsup herexperience bysaying, "A college that places an emphasis on service
takes that training of the mind and synthesizes it with training of the heart. Not
emotionalism devoid of reason, but rather thoughtful, meaningful, useful compassion
to the community it existswithin" (124). Cebulskis chapter is in essence a case
studywhich provides readers with evidence to support the validityof the efforts of
the authors and ultimately of Calvin College s academically based service learning-
programs.
In the finalanalysis. Commitment and Connection isan introduction, a tool,
an assessment, and a travel guide.While it demonstrates that academically based
service-learning is not something to which universities can merely give lip service, it
does provide an honestchallenge to the highereducation professional whosincerely
desires to develop such a program. Readers will discover that service-learning
demands a tremendous level of commitment, intentionality, and resources from the
entire university community. Higher educationprofessionals who find in themselves
a passionate desire to implement academically basedservice-learning on their
campuses woulddo well to placethis book into the hands of as manykeyplayers as
possible. Student leaders, academic deans, university presidents, trustees, and faculty
members alikewill benefit froma careful reading of this text and from discussing the
implications on their own campuses.
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